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Board of Directors Meeting 

 

 

Minutes 

Date:   Wednesday, 24 April 2019  

Location:  Tampa Port Authority / Port Tampa Bay Boardroom  

Time:   6:00 PM  

  Attendees:     

• Board Members:   MG (Ret) Mike Jones, Maj Gen (Ret) Larry Martin,                  

Maj Gen (Ret) Richard Haddad, Dr. Walter McCracken,  

• Senior Advisors:  Gen (Ret) Art Lichte, Brig Gen (Ret) Chip Diehl,                       

Col (Ret) Rich McClain, Jeff Gareau,    

• Members/Guests:   Steve Sanders, Jenny Clark, Kevin Glenn, Valerie Pianta,           

Lt Col Kevin Daugherty, Mike Kasarda, Eric Polins,  CAPT (Ret) Jeff Cathey, Lt 

Col (Ret) Buck MacLaughlin, Marchalle Lamaster,   Karl Strauch, Sean Coniglio, 

and Karen McClain 

 

• Board Members Absent:  John Schueler, CAPT (Ret) Jim Philpitt, Ed Springer   

 

  

Tim Jones, President:  Call to Order and Pledge of Allegiance 

 

Introductions 

Previous Board Meeting Minutes were discussed and approved, 3 for, 0 against. 

  

Committees/Grants: 

• Ed Springer was not in attendance and the President asked if anyone had any questions on 

outstanding expenses.  The Florida Department of Economic Opportunity (DEO) grant was 

approved in the amount of $56,000. 

• Regarding the 2016 tax status, the President stated that TBDA wrote a letter to the IRS in 

December.  In March, 60 days was requested and a fine was levied.  TBDA asked for an 

abatement, with a probable favorable outcome expected.   

• The President discussed website support and Steve Sanders stated the website is now 

updated with accurate photos and biographies.  Steve asked that any requests be submitted 

to him; Eric Polins said he had updates to submit. 
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Events: 

The President stated that the Influencer Events have been very successful.  Secretary Principi and 

Gen McNabb also enjoyed the events and would like to return for future events.  The President 

asked the group if anyone had input on future Influencer Events.  Larry Martin stated that the Air 

Force’s CORONA South conference will take place in June at MacDill AFB, that there will be 

numerous USAF general officers in attendance and that we can request a speaker then.  The 

President said he would like to have a minimum of three, and preferably four or five, Influencer 

Events per year.  Art Lichte suggested inviting Mayor Jane Castor.  The President would like to 

invite her to the next Influencer Event.  Chip Diehl stated that his son is organizing CORONA.  

Larry said the first and last days of CORONA would be the best time to engage speakers and Art 

said that we would most likely have several interested generals, but that we should select just one.  

Mike Jones said he would work on an invitation list for the next Influencer Event as soon as a date 

was determined, as we need to get the event on everyone’s calendar.  The President stated that he 

wanted to maintain the size of the event as it is now.  Chip stated that we may need to expand to a 

larger size event in the future in order to involve more people in the community.  Larry said he will 

follow through. 

The President discussed the Association of Defense Communities (ADC) event in Miami, FL in 

March which the President, Mike Jones and Rich Haddad, and attended.  Highlights of the event 

were: 

◼ A movie about the Hurricane Michael damage to, and reconstruction plans for, Tyndall AFB 

◼ Concern about foreign access and control over the Eastern Gulf of Mexico (EGOMEX) and 

impacts on associated overwater test and training ranges for Eglin AFB and Tyndall AFB 

◼ Wind turbines in EGOMEX are an important issue 

◼ Intergovernmental Support Agreement (IGSA) – USAF has changed base commander 

authority to $15M; base commanders can now sign for up to $13M (Army authority is $1M) 

◼ Having a military installation in the community is a privilege not a right 

◼ The privatized military housing issue was discussed 

◼ There will be no military funds used for the border wall with Mexico 

◼ The “base of the future” concept comprises several items:   

-- "Installation X.”  The speaker ran out of time and there was an abundance of interest. 

-- Polyflorinated Chemicals (PFC).  Military bases are not the main releasers of PFCs; they are 

mainly released via rain.  There are no such things as “organic” products. 

-- ADC National Conference will be 10-12 June in Washington, DC.  Mike Jones, Rich Haddad 

and John Schueler will attend.  The President stated he would like two or three more members 

to attend. 

◼ Mike said this is event very worthwhile.  The annual meeting is great and you will get to 

have a dialog with all sectors.  It’s also very educational with good networking and an 

opportunity for sidebar meetings. 

◼ The President mentioned Mayor Jane Castor as a potential invitee. 
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◼ Rich McClain said it is refreshing to attend the ADC National Conference and to realize 

how many people are enthusiastic and to meet DoD senior leaders. 

◼ The President mentioned that the Florida Defense Alliance will pay for some expenses. 

◼ Mike Jones said the Florida Defense Alliance also has a Family Support Mission.  It is very 

interesting in that it is a Florida group like TBDA, a cooperative group, and not competitive 

with other groups like ours.  There is a lot TBDA can learn and he encourages members to 

attend. 

The President has extensive notes on the conference and will share with anyone interested. 

 

Discussion   

The President stated that we will be reimbursed for past expenses as a result of the DEO grant.  

Regarding the grant, both Tampa Bay and the rest of the Florida Gulf Coast are at risk of adverse 

impact should the military lose access to overwater test and training ranges in the EGOMEX if the 

Federal government permits oil drilling in the EGOMEX east of the Military Mission Line (MML).  

He has discussed this issue with other Florida entities.  In short, the oil companies are not 

accurately assessing costs.  Sean Coniglio and Eric Polins will compose an impact document on the 

website regarding financial issues.  We will be working on this in the next several months. 

Chip Diehl asked if the Avon Park Air Force Range (APAFR) would be unaffected by potential 

drilling issues east of the MML in the EGOMEX and the President said no, that all of the ranges in 

the state would be impacted.  The Gulf of Mexico (GOMEX) Range Complex contains multiple 

live-fire bombing ranges ashore, to include the Navy Pinecastle Impact Range in the Ocala National 

Forest, the APAFR, and the Eglin Range that allow for simultaneous maritime, air, and land 

training events, exercises and test events.  It is not uncommon for fighter and bomber aircraft to fly 

overwater routes in the GOMEX that lead to simulated or live air-to-surface weapon drops with 

inert or live weapons on one of the overland ranges in Florida.  The Navy also conducts periodic 

test and training launches of Tomahawk Land Attack Missiles (TLAM) from surface warships and 

submarines in the EGOMEX which impact inside of dedicated TLAM impact areas on the eastern 

portion of the Eglin Range.  Larry Martin stated that the current moratorium on oil exploration and 

leasing east of the MML is set to expire in June 2022. 

Mike Jones stated that the moratorium issue is huge and it’s really difficult to have a united front.  

Tourism creates a big impact—drilling off the Florida coast would be detrimental for both tourism 

as well as having a major impact on the military.  The oil industry is lobbying and touting revenue-

sharing to make it more attractive.  If the military does not have its current level of access to 

GOMEX Range Complex, especially the EGOMEX, it will directly impact numerous Florida 

military bases (e.g., NAS Pensacola, NAS Whiting Field, Eglin AFB, Hurlburt Field, Duke Field, 

NSA Panama City, Tyndall AFB, MacDill AFB, CGAS Clearwater, NAS Key West, and the Army 

Aviation Support Facilities at Brooksville and Clearwater).  This will be a major topic of discussion 

at the next Florida Defense Alliance meeting. 
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Jeff Cathey asked if the usage of the Gulf Range argument was valid.  Mike Jones said it’s been 

steady and there was discussion about the size of the ranges and that this was increasingly 

important, but that DoD is not making a strong enough case.  The President said that people need to 

be educated and Mike Jones said time is of the essence.  Chip Diehl said it’s yet another example of 

“encroachment.”  The President said encroachment is not just land usage, it is also airspace and 

waterspace – we have to have people on the environment, defense, and training issues and we need 

to facilitate funding. 

Jeff Cathey stated the economic impact is critical and discussed track records.  Mike Jones said we 

have to be aligned with other defense organizations. 

Rich McClain asked if we will include the Tyndall area organizations; Mike said everyone says 

they want a solution, but movement is stagnant. 

Mike Jones and Kevin Glenn discussed range altitudes, exploration, and drilling and felt there was 

not a strong position.  Mike Jones said there is a political element to this and that the data is not up 

to date.  The case may not be strong enough due to lack of confidence in the data. 

Jeff Cathey, a career Naval Aviator in the A-7 and F/A-18 and whose last active duty assignment 

was as the U.S. Navy’s Legislative Liaison to the United States Senate, said that in the past that 

U.S. senators supported the moratorium.  Mike Jones responded that the current situation is now 

driven by commerce and not defense. 

Buck MacLaughlin thanked the President for an invite to attend the board meeting.  Buck is a 

retired USAF Lieutenant Colonel, former A-10 and F-117 pilot, and a Department of the Air Force 

civilian currently assigned as the Director of Operations for the 598th Range Squadron (598 RANS), 

a geographically-separated unit (GSU) of the 23rd Wing at Moody AFB, GA, which is responsible 

for both the APAFR, to include an 8000 foot runway on the APAFR known as MacDill AFB 

Auxiliary Field, and the Deployed Unit Complex (DUC) at MacDill AFB.  Discussion was centered 

on the airspace above and around the APAFR.  Buck gave the group handouts and discussed the 

close ties been the 106,000-acre bombing range and air-to-ground weapons training.  The APAFR 

is a national asset.  A range such as the APAFR cannot be built anywhere else in the United States 

due to environmental, financial, and other constraints.  In the mid-1990s Base Realignment and 

Closure (BRAC) actions that eventually realigned MacDill AFB from an Air Combat Command 

(ACC) F-16 base to an Air Mobility Command (AMC) KC-135 and C-37 base, it was determined 

that the APAFR was an excellent range for Cold War-style range targets (e.g., retired military 

vehicles are used).  With the departure of ACC’s 56th Fighter Wing from MacDill, APAFR 

responsibilities were transferred to what was originally the 347th Wing at Moody and what is now 

the 23rd Wing at Moody.  Only aircraft and units with air-to-ground missions are applicable to the 

APAFR’s utilization. 

Kevin Daugherty said that regarding the APAFR, there is a definite need to upgrade its training 

capabilities for newer aircraft, e.g., moving it from Cold War aircraft to more modern aircraft.  The 

Air Force wants to regionalize live ranges because of the expense.  There is an opportunity because 

the APAFR is in the center of the state, permitting use by aircraft at those installations using the 

EGOMEX, as well as aircraft at Homestead Air Reserve Base, Patrick AFB, NAS Jacksonville and 
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NS Mayport.  The APAFR is also ideally situated for potentially supporting 5th Generation fighter 

aircraft and future 6th Generation aircraft.  The APAFR location is excellent due to the geographical 

location.  Real-world training is possible, but aircrews need to train for new warfare 

environments—there must be visual simulation for training.  APAFR has a real future and the 

APAFR has been fortunate to work with environmental partners, e.g., compatibility with local 

ranchers.  Everyone is interested in appropriate landscape, preservation of land and the 

environment.  APAFR has received $10M of state money and has the ability to retain obtaining 

funds.       

The President said this has to be addressed. 

Kevin said large defense corporations also benefit and we must position ourselves to accept 

business, but there has not been much talk about training. 

Chip Diehl asked Kevin if he does much with NAS Key West?  Kevin stated that APAFR’s home 

base is Moody AFB in Valdosta, GA.  Although USN and USMC units have used the APAFR and 

the MacDill AFB DUC in the past, most of the APAFR’s use is by ACC and ACC-gained Air Force 

Reserve Command (AFRC) and Air National Guard (ANG) units.  Moody AFB’s host wing, the 

23rd Wing, is an ACC composite wing.  In lieu of an operations group, the 23rd Wing is comprised 

of a single fighter group with A-10C aircraft at Moody and two rescue groups with both HC-130J 

and HH-60G aircraft, with one rescue group at Moody and the other rescue group a GSU at Davis-

Monthan AFB, AZ.  

The President asked Kevin how they will address security at APAFR.  The sole vehicle entry gate is 

currently manned by a civilian officer and 5-strand barbed wire circles the base.  If F-35s are to be 

operated from MacDill AFB Auxiliary Field at APAFR, then security has to be increased.   

Mike Jones asked if funding was an issue and if that was in the budget.  He asked Kevin if he could 

operate with matching funds data for past years.  TBDA can’t advocate, but it can provide 

information. 

Rich Haddad said that he and Chip Diehl were on the Florida Defense Support Task Force (FDSTF) 

and Kevin said he would get them additional information. 

The President introduced Valerie Piante of the Hernando County Office of Economic Development.  

There was discussion about the Brooksville – Tampa Bay Regional Airport and the businesses that 

were located there.  The airport is also home to the Florida Army National Guard’s Army Aviation 

Support Facility (AASF) #2 supporting an aviation company with UH-60 helicopters and a 

collocated national guard armory.  There are some aircraft noise issues, but things are going well.  

Valerie said growth is in manufacturing and other businesses, and refrigerated warehouses will be 

future resident activities; there are 1200 acres yet to be developed at the airport.  Valerie said 

Brooksville – Tampa Bay Regional Airport is within an hour’s drive of Orlando and invited the 

President and TBDA members to visit.  The President said he would like to visit and thanked Kevin 

and Valerie for attending the meeting. 

The President addressed Jenny Clark regarding a recent convention called GOVCON. 160 people 

attended the convention over the course of two days which was geared to assist veterans in starting 
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small defense contract businesses and how to negotiate the process.  There is a different set of rules 

than for other types of businesses.  The next event will be on 11 and 12 March.  The objective is to 

merge successful business and assist and grow small businesses.  She is seeking ideas on what she 

can do to collaborate with retiring or former MacDill AFB members to create successful new 

businesses.  GOVCON is a federal contracting education business and it deals with the overlapping 

of small businesses and federal contracting. 

Walter McCracken said that GOVCON is an entity that promotes small companies who want to 

compete, but that education was key – this is a very effective way to go forward in defense 

contracting and is a very valuable resource.  Mike Jones stated that he thought it was very valuable 

to the military and that navigating to connect business to contracts via training is important. 

The President asked Chip Diehl about the golf tournament.   

Discussion about the Tampa Bay Trophy and the 2019 package has been sent to AMC and has been 

accepted.  The date of 15 May is on the website, but the date may change.  TBDA will provide the 

citation. HCP & Associates has the trophy now and we are working on getting a glass or plexiglass 

case to protect the trophy.  The trophy will be presented at the next Airlift and Tanker Association 

(A/TA) at the Heritage House, as there is more exposure.  The President is working on a corporate 

sponsor and would like to raise $10,000 a year for trophy expenses. 

 

New Business 

The President gave the group an update on the National Security Forum (NSF) he recently attended 

at the Air War College at Maxwell AFB, AL and stated that TBDA needs to look at also identifying 

local civilian influencers to attend the Army equivalent, the National Security Seminar (NSS) at the 

Army War College at Carlisle Barracks, PA.  Mike Jones stated that the Army NSS is also 

conducted annually in May and that the Army makes selections based on multiple factors.  He 

recommended that in August, TBDA should determine who in the community may want to attend 

NSS and put together nomination packages.  The attendees (1) get very interesting perspectives, and 

(2) exposure to the intense intellectual power of the students at the Army War College. 

The President discussed the Annual Review of the By Laws: 

1. Section 9, page 4:  FY verbiage change, our FY ends on 31 Dec; Section 1 

2. Page 5, Article 9: add “or when required” for annual election 

3. Page 6, Section 5, Term of Office: add “but no longer than 6 months after the end date” 

Mike Jones recommended “or when required” regarding Board Members. 

The President approved the By Laws, there were four “Ayes” and 0 “Nays”.  The President signed 

the modifications and Jim Philpitt will sign next. 

Mike Jones received four inputs for the Business Plan changes.  The second slide in the packet:  We 

are not “lobbying.”  Mike Jones recommended changing “represent” to we’re “an area of interest,” 

and on the Mission Statement: “to champion the defense community.”   
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The President asked Rich McClain if “champion” was an appropriate term and he said yes, it was a 

good word to use; he saw no issue with using it.  The President asked Art Lichte if he was also 

agreeable to using “champion” and he also said yes. 

Walter McCracken said the word “champion” is a positive and supportive.  Rich McClain said we 

“support,” not “lobby.” 

Mike Jones asked about the use of “Coalition” and it was determined that USCENTCOM and 

USSOCOM have “Coalition” nation military representatives at MacDill AFB.  Larry Martin and 

Chip Diehl said the Coalition is better termed “International Partner Nation Representative.” 

Mike Jones asked who we wanted to invite into the Alliance, who are our most important 

commands, e.g., the major units are on the list.  Larry said the list should be filtered, there are five 

priorities on the list now.  He said we should add the Avon Park Air Force Range and that it would 

be good to have more than less regarding members.  Mike Jones stated that if we list organizations, 

then we must engage them; it may be best to keep it limited to an extent. 

The President stated that we need to scrub the list a bit more.  The list is a changing/living 

document.  Larry Martin said we can always add people and organizations. 

Mike Jones stated the founding members should be Advisors:  Chip Diehl, Rich McClain, John 

Schueler and Rhea Law. 

The President said that means the founding members will always be recognized and have a voice.   

Chip Diehl stated that the President may want to ask the founding members first. The President 

stated the founding members other than Chip had agreed.  

Mike Jones recommended the Board approve the Business Plan with the modifications.  Larry 

Martin and Rich Haddad moved and there were 3 Ayes and 0 Nays. 

Mike Jones said that on May 10: 

Jim Philpitt will build a contact list 

A Member Nomination Committee will be established 

A Golf Committee will be established 

An Issue Lead will be established 

Volunteer Communications will be established  

We need a Committee Lead to speak to who we want to add to the Board – there are no restrictions. 

The President asked the group if there were any volunteers and Larry Martin said he would 

volunteer. 

Mike Jones asked Chip Diehl who he needed on the Golf Committee to help.  Kevin Glenn and 

Marchalle Lamaster volunteered to assist. 
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Mike Jones asked for a volunteer to coordinate what we will do on issues – Rich Haddad will be the 

Manager of the Issues Committee and all group members will assist him. 

Mike Jones asked who in the group can serve as the “Communications Director” and Eric Polins, 

the Website Manager, said he will take this position.  All group members will assist him.  

The President asked if anyone had other new business and Chip Diehl said that (1) a possible 

Influencer speaker is Jim Tass (sp?), and (2) are we going to get the $100K back—if so, we need to 

go fast.  The President said that he will call Marcy at Enterprise Florida (FDSTF) to discuss and 

that they would need to know what we were going to use the funds for. 

Rich Haddadd asked if the audit requirements had been met and the President said the DEO 

requirements had been met.  Mike Jones asked about the Task Force audit.  The President stated 

that the FDSTF audit requirements had not been met and in all likelihood could not be met due to 

monetary requirements for such a stringent audit. Chip Diehl also stated that Larry Martin’s 

committee supporting the 2019 Medal of Honor Convention in October in Tampa could use some 

funding.  Larry Martin said that his mandate is to sponsor and will talk to Tim offline. 

Mike Jones said that regarding new business, last year the Board asked Tim Jones to serve as the 

interim President and stated that Tim Jones had been an exceptional Interim President and had 

really organized the organization.  Mike Jones would like to discuss with the Board members 

making Tim Jones the President. 

Walter McCracken said that as a member of the Board, he moved to make Tim Jones the President.  

Larry Martin also moved to make Tim the President.  Mike Jones seconded.  There were 4 Ayes 

and 0 Nays. 

Tim Jones can now be a voting member. 

Mike complimented Tim Jones on his new position and Tim Jones thanked all members of the 

group. 

The President informed the group that the TBDA 2019 Annual Meeting will be held on 25 

September in the Tampa Port Authority / Port Tampa Bay Boardroom and that the last TBDA 

meeting of 2019 will be held on 20 November at the same location. 

The meeting was adjourned at 2000. 
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